INTRODUCTION A generalized satisfiability problem (GS problem) is defined by fixing a finite set E of predicate symbols and for each R £ T, a set £(R) Ç {0,l}
k , where k is the arity of R. The GS problem Sat(S, £) is to décide whether a given conjunction e of expressions of the form R(v\,..., Vk), where R G X and i>i,...,Vfc are variables, is satisfiable. More precisely the question is whether there exists a function 5 from the set of variables of e to {0,1} such that for each R(v\ } ..., Vk) in e, (s(vi),..., s(v&)) G f (JR). In other words, GS problems are Cons traint Satisfaction Problems on Boolean domain [10] .
Schaefer [11] showed that every GS problem is either in P or NP-complete. This result is surprising and unexpected. Indeed, a classic theorem from Ladner [9] shows that if P / NP then there are infinitely many complexity classes which are sandwiched in between. Rarely in complexity theory one comes across an infinité class of problems where every problem belongs to a finite set of complexity classes. Let us mention that a similar dichotomy theorem was obtained by Heil and Nesetril [6] for H-coloring problems (which can be seen as binary constraint satisfaction problems). With each GS problem is associated a counting problem in which the question is to détermine the number of satisfying assignments of a given expression. Creignou and Hermann [3] showed that if the GS problem is equivalent to the satisfiability problem of a conjunction of XOR-clauses then the number of solutions can be computed in polynomial time, otherwise it is ^P-complete.
The aim of this paper is to examine whether the solutions of GS problems can be generated efficiently, Le. generated with polynomial delay. A generating algorithm has polynomial delay if it générâtes all solutions in such a way that the delay between any two consécutive solutions is bounded by a polynomial in the input size [8] . By refining Schaefer's result we show that there exists a class G of GS problems such that for every problem in G there exists a polynomial delay generating algorithm and for every GS problem not in G such an algorithm does not exist unless P -NP. The class G is made up of the problems equivalent to the satisfiability problem for conjunction of Horn clauses, anti-Horn clauses, 2-clauses or XOR-clauses.
PRELIMINARIES
A literal l is a variable x or its négation -\x. A clause is a disjunction of literals l\ V ... V l n . A CNF formula is a conjunction of clauses. A 2-clause is a clause having at most two literals. A 2-CNF formula is a conjunction of 2-clauses. A Horn clause (respectively an anti-Horn clause) is a clause having at most one unnegated (resp. negated) variable. A Horn (resp. antiHorn ) CNF formula is a conjunction of Horn (resp. anti-Horn) clauses. An XOR-clause, l\ 0 ... ® l n> is a clause in which the usual disjunction V is replaced by the exclusive-or operator denoted by ©. An XOR-CNF formula is a conjunction of XOR-clauses.
Let S be a finite set of predicate symbols. Let V be a set of variables. A simple expression is of the form R(x\, , Xk), where R E 2 is a predicate syrnbol of arity k and xi,...,#& are variables. An expression e is a conjunction of simple expressions.
A simple expression with constants is of the form R(xi,... ,Xfc), where R G S is a predicate symbol of arity fc and rri,...., x& belong to V U {0,1}. An expression with constants e is a conjunction of simple expressions with constants.
Let e be an expression with constants. Throughout the paper we will use the following notation. If e is an expression with Var(e) -{v\,..., v n }, then e(v\,..., v n ) dénotes the set {(ai,..., a n ) G {0, l} n / (ai,..., a n ) satisfies e} and is referred to as the set of vectors satisfying e. This notation will naturally be extended to any conjunction of clauses <f>. DÉFINITION 
2.3:
Let I be a subset of {0, l} k . The set I is said to be: 
From now on we suppose that (E,£), with E = {R\,... ,R P } and f (E) -{^(iZi),...,^^)}, is fixed.
GENERATING ALGORITHMS
A generating algorithm is an algorithm that générâtes all configurations that satisfy a given spécification (e.g., all maximal independent sets of a given graph, all satisfying truth assignment of a given formula) without duplicate. One has to be careful in defining the notion of polynomial time for such algorithms. Indeed, in most interesting problems the number of configurations to be generated is potentially exponential in the size of the input (say a graph or a formula). For this reason Johnson, Yannakakis and Papadimitriou defined polynomial-delay algorithms [8] : DÉFINITION 
3.4: A generating algorithm has polynomial delay if it générâtes the configurations, one after the other, in such a way that the delay until the first is output, and thereafter the delay between any two consécutive configurations (and between the last configuration and the halting), is bounded by a polynomial in the input size.
The aim of this section is to provide an efficient canonical algorithm for listing the set of vectors satisfying a given expression for some special generalized satisfiability problems.
Throughout this section <j> with Var(<f>) -{vi>... .v n } will dénote either a 2-CNF formula, or a Horn CNF formula or an anti-Horn CNF formula or an XOR-CNF formula. Let us recall that one can décide in polynomial time whether <f> is satisfiable: an algorithm for 2-CNF formulae is given in [1] , Horn and anti-Horn formulae are treated in [4] , and for XOR-CNF formulae it suffices to identify <f> with a System of linear équations over the field GF{2) and to test its consistency by using Gaussian élimination.
The algorithm A below outputs all the vectors that satisfy <j>. 
For every R in E, £(R) is affine:

For every R in E, £(R) is bijunetive.
Proof: This follows quite easily from the algorithm described above. We only have to transform the expression given as input into a CNF formula having the appropriate form. For example, suppose that for every R in E, £{R) is bijunetive. Let e = ei A ... A e m be an expression over S with n variables. For each i 9 i -1,..., m, e« -R%{x\ y ... yX^J and £(R t ) is bijunetive. Let fa be the 2-CNF formula such that £ (R{) -fa{yi,. •., y-kj-
.., a n ) be a vector in {0,1}
7 \ By définition (ai,...,a n ) satisfies e iff (ai,-,a n ) satisfies <j). Hence, in order to generate all the vectors satisfying e it suffices to construct <j> and to apply the algorithm A. Since (j> can be constructed in linear time from e we get a polynomial-delay algorithm. •
DICHOTOMY THEOREM
Our aim is to show that the problems identified in the previous section are exactly those for which the set of satisfying vectors of a given expression can be enumerated with polynomial delay.
First let us recall Schaefer's result that identifies problems for which finding a first solution is NP-hard. PROPOSITION 
is non-0-valid, £{R\) is non-1-valid, £(R-2) is non-Hom, £(R$) is non-anti-Horn, £{RA) is non-affine and £{R §) is non-bijunctive, then Sat(S, £) is NP-complete.
Consequently, under the conditions stated in this proposition it is obvious that there is no polynomial-delay listing algorithm, unless P=NP. Now it remains to deal with the case where every R in E is such that £{R) is O-valid (or 1-valid). In this case it is clear that listing a first satisfying assignment for any given expression is trivial. Hence, a natural question arises: how difficult is it to find a second solution? The foliowing Proposition 4.7 answers this question. It entails that there exist satisfiability problems for which a first solution can be generated trivially, after which finding a second one becomes hard.
Informatique théorique et Applieations/Theoretieal Informaties and Applications
By Sat*{S,£) we dénote a variant of Sat(E,£) In which the question is whether there exists a satlsfying vector which is different from all-zero, 0, and all-one, 1. PROPOSITION 
4.7: lf there are predicate symbols R2, R$, RA and R$ in E such that, £{R2) is non-Horn, £{R$) is non-anti-Horn, £{R±) is non-affine and £{R §) is non-bijunctive, then .Sat*(E^5) is NP-complete.
Let us dénote by Sat c (S,5) a variant of Sat(E,f) in which the input is an expression with constants. Our proof will be based on the following resuit due to Schaefer. PROPOSITION 
[11]: If there are predicate symbols #2/ Ü3, RA and R § in S such that, £{R2) is non-Horn, £(R$) is non-anti-Horn, £(R&) is non-affine and £(R §) is non-bijunctive, then Sat c (S,£) is NP-complete.
We will also need the following technical lemma. LEMMA 
4.9: Suppose that there are predicate symbols R, R f and R" in E such that £(R) is non-affine, £{R f ) is non-Horn and £{EP) is non-anti-Horn. L Iffor every R in E, £{R) is O-valid, then there exists an expression go over E hoving no constant other than 0 such that:
• either go involves exactly two variables u, v and 
Iffor every R in E, £(R) is 1-valid, then there exists an expression g\ over S having no constant other than 1 such that:
• either g\ involves exactly two variables u, v and 1,0,1) and (0,1,1) , it also contains (0,0,0) for R! is 0-valid, but it does not contain the vector (0,0,1). Using the symbol i?" and a similar characterization of anti-Horn sets (stability under the opération U), one can construct a simple expression h$" having no constant other than 0 such that the three variables x, y and z occur in ho" and ho n (x,y,z) contains the set {(0,0,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1)} but does not contain the vector (1,1,1) . Now, let us consider the following expression:
Whatever the variables effectively occuring in ho, the three variables x, y and z do occur in ko. Moreover it is easy to see that ko(x,y : z) contains the set {(0,0,0), (1,0,1), (0,1,1)} but contains neither the vector (1,1,1) (because of ho") nor (0,0,1) (because of h! 0 ) nor (1,1,0) (because of ho). We do not know whether it contains (0,1,0) and (1,0,0). There are three cases to distinguish.
• If ko{x,y,z)
suitable.
• .. ,x n } given as instance for Sat c (£,£). We have to construct, in polynomial time, an expression e (without constants) such that e 01 is satisfiable iff there is a vector different from 0 and 1 that satisfies e. Let us first introducé two new variables ƒ and t, which will play the rôle of the constants 0 and 1, and let us consider the expression
There are several cases to analyze.
• Case 1: There are predicate symbols R and R! in E of arity k and k f respectively such that, £(R) is non-0-valid and £(R') is non-1-valid. Observe that e is only satisfied by ƒ = 0?t -1 or ƒ' = l,t -0, but now both assignments are equally adequate due to the fact that the entire expression is complementive as welL 
For every R in E, £(R) is affine.
For every R in E, £(R) is bijunctive.
